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Equipment List
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1. Wheelchair Carousel, HPL deck plate
2. Little Beaver's Town Two Tower Junior Multi
Activity Unit
3. Explorers Ship Feature Unit
4. You & Me Swing Seat, to be fitted to existing
swing
5. Cocowave Pendulum Swing
6. Track Ride with Tower
7. Agora Furniture Group with accessible table,
bench with backrest and bench without backrest
(x2)
8. PECS Communication Board

Additional Items
9. Percussion Music Panel
10. Mirage seat with harness to be fitted to existing
swing
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The Explorer Ship
The Explorer ship is a magnet for children with its
immensely varied play offering, above and below deck.
The boarding options are endless, with planks that can be
climbed vertically, nets and climbing cleats. This all trains
cross-coordination and muscles. The many manipulative
activities: binoculars, cannons, the wheel stimulate tactillty
and fine motor skills and inspire hours of dramatic play.
Apart from being great fun, it supports children's cognitive
development and social-emotional skills. In addition to
dramatic play, children develop their physical skills. Once
up on deck, the children can take more ways across or
down. The slide tickles the stomach and adds thrill. and it
trains children's sense of space. The ship stands as a
beautiful and attaractive piece of Outdoor Sculpture as
well as fun and functional play unit which will not look out
of place in the park.

3. Explorers Ship Feature Unit

4. You and Me swing seat to be fitted to existing Swing
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1. Wheelchair accessible carousel ( PRoduct quoted has green bar and HPL
deck plate)
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5. Detail of Cocowave Pendulum Swing

5. Track ride Tower (Version shown is unpainted, quoted product is painted and stained)

Belgrave Square Playground, Dublin

